Nutritional proteomics: methods and concepts for research in nutritional science.
Nutritional proteomics or nutriproteomics is the application of proteomics methodology to nutrition-related research but also represents the interaction of bioactive food ingredients with proteins, whereby the interaction with proteins occurs in two basically specific ways. Firstly, the effect of nutrients on protein expression, which can be monitored by protein mapping, and secondly, the interaction of nutrients with proteins by post-translational modifications or small-molecule protein interactions. These interactions result in changes to the three-dimensional structure of such effected proteins. As a consequence, their original functions are modulated, resulting for example in reduced activity in the case of enzymes or changes in ability of recognition between molecules such as protein-protein interactions and ligand-receptor interactions. The characterization of such modifications together with functional data from established biochemical and physiological methods will result in a better understanding of the interplay between bioactive dietary components and diet-related diseases such as cancer, diabetes or neurodegenerative diseases. The occurrence of such modifications can possibly be additionally used as biomarkers in the diagnosis and therapy of these diseases as well as biomarkers for the efficacy or safety of selected nutrients.